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atomIC Modular Dimmer Overview
Overview
Artistic Licence offers a range of products tailored to the specific
requirements of product manufacturers in the Lighting Industry.
The atomIC Modular Dimmer Chipset range include microprocessor
solutions for a wide selection of lighting control products. The range is
usually supplied at chip level for integration at the design phase. We can,
however, supply board level solutions or indeed entire turnkey product
design.
Originally aimed at small companies without the R&D facilities to develop
microprocessor equipment, we now supply major lighting manufacturers
around the world.
We guarantee that an atomIC Chip will simplify your next design.
Check out our web site for the latest releases.
www.ArtisticLicence.com

atIC8001
The atIC8001 is a 40 Pin DIL device. It provides the user interface for
and drives the LCD, accepts keypad input, processes the DMX and RDM
signals, and stores non-volatile data.

atIC8016
The atIC8016 is an 8 Pin DIL device. It accepts data from the atIC8001
chip and synchronises leading edge forward phase dimming to mains
zero cross in the frequency range 45Hz to 65Hz.

atIC8018
The atIC8018 is an 8 Pin DIL device. It accepts data from the atIC8001
chip and synchronises trailing edge reverse phase dimming to mains
zero cross in the frequency range 45Hz to 65Hz.

atIC8001 Development Board
The atomIC development board is a PCB with the atIC8001, 2 x
atIC8016, and an atIC8018 built in along with all the required circuitry for
full device functionality including an LCD and keypad, PSU, zero cross
detection and DMX connection.
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atIC8001 User Interface IC
Overview
The atIC8001 is a 40 Pin DIL device. It provides the user interface for
and drives the LCD, accepts keypad input, processes the DMX and RDM
signals, and stores non-volatile data.
The atIC8001 is a programmed PIC18F46K22, for detailed specifications
please see the Microchip datasheet
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Pin Functions
Function
MCLR
OverTemp
Temp+
RA2
RA3
Commission Trig
FanDrive
N/C
N/C
N/C
+5V
GND
N/C
N/C
LCD-DB7
LED-FUN+
LED-FUNN/C
Emergency Trig
SW-Left
SW-Up
SW-Down
N/C
DMX Dir
DMX Tx
DMX Rx
SW-Right
SW-Enter
DialUp TX
DialUp Return
GND
+5V
LCD-RS
LCD-RW
LCD-E
LCD-DB4
LCD-DB5
LCD-DB6
PGC
PGD

In/Out
I
O
I
I
I
I
O
I
I
O
O
O
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
O
I
I
I
O
O
O
O
O
O
I
I
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Circuit Operation
The atIC8001 receives and processes DMX and RDM data and outputs
that as a usable signal to the atIC8016/18. It also provides the user
interface for a LCD display allowing interaction with a keypad entry.

Fan Drive
The FanDrive output on the atIC8001 is activated under 3 conditions; if a
shutdown input is detected, if power is on for longer than 10 minutes,
when any channel is above 50%.

Emergency Trigger
When the ‘Emergency’ input is triggered it outputs the user programmed
emergency state (see menu guide for set up). (NB the term ‘Emergency’
does not imply that this feature is compliant with any particular safety
regulations, it is intended to augment only).

Commission Trigger
When the ‘Commission’ input is triggered it brings all channels to full in a
staggered order to minimise in-rush current. This is activated using a
switch shorting the commission input to ground

Function LED
The operation of the function LED (LED1) is as follows:
 Solid green = Normal operation
 Solid red = over temperature fault
 Blinking red = data fault

DMX512 Start Address
The start address for the root and 48 channels can be set by the user,
see the menu guide.

Power Supply
The atIC8001 requires a 5V DC supply, this is provided by an on-board
AC-DC power supply. A1.5kV isolation gap is in place between the AC
and DC parts of the circuit.
The mounting hole in the top left corner of the board is connected to
earth.

EMC
Broad band noise can be reduced by good decoupling. A range of 22uF
electrolytic capacitors should be used on the circuit board. A 0.1uF
capacitor should be connected across the power pins of the IC as close
as possible to the device.
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RDM
The following RDM commands (PIDs) are supported by the atIC8001:
 rdm_QueuedMessages
 rdm_StatusMessages
 rdm_DmxStartAddress
 rdm_ManufacturerLabel
 rdm_DeviceModelDescription
 rdm_DeviceInfo
 rdm_SoftwareVersion
 rdm_IdentifyDevice
 rdm_ResetDevice
 rdm_FactoryDefaults
 rdm_DeviceHours
 rdm_SensorValue
 rdm_SensorDefinition
 rdm_SlotInfo
 rdm_SlotDescription
 rdm_DefaultSlotValue
 rdm_art_force_rom_boot
 rdm_CapturePreset
 rdm_PresetPlayback
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Menu Guide
Upon start up the following status screen is shown:

Pressing the keypad brings up the main menu. Use the left and right
keypad entry to scroll through the following options:

Pressing the keypad enters the submenu for the selected option.
Pressing a second time will exit the submenu

Status Display (1/7)
This brings up the start-up status screen showing the status of the
device, 4 screens are available.
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Set Start Addresses (2/7)
This allows the setting of start addresses between 1 and 512 for root and
48 channels.

Use the left/right keypad entry to select root or channels

Use the up/down keypad entry to set start address

Rig Check (3/7)
This allows for testing of the DMX output on channels 1-48

Use the left/right keypad entry to select the channel and up/down to set
the level between 0-255

Store Input as Preset (4/7)
This allows a DMX input to be stored as one of 8 presets.

Use the up/down keypad entry to select which preset to save on and
press right to store

Emergency Preset Select (5/7)
This allows a preset condition to be activated when an emergency state
is triggered.

Select the preset to be used using the up/down keypad entry and press
enter to set.
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Activate Preset (6/7)
This allows a preset condition to be manually activated.

Use the up/down keypad entry to select the preset condition and left/right
to activate or deactivate the preset

Lock out user interface (7/7)
This allows the user interface to be locked until a code is entered.
Resetting the device will not unlock the user interface.

To lock the keypad press right.

To unlock the keypad the following code is used:
Up > Left >Right > Down

Application
The following circuit shows the AtomIC application drawing.
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Bill of Materials
The following components are required for the evaluation PCB. Please
note that some component values may require modification subject to the
intended application. All resistors 1% unless specified
Designator
Part Type
Manufacturer MPN
MB4S
BR1
MB4S Rectifier
Fairchild
C1, C9, DC1, DC2, DC3, DC4, DC5,
100nF 100V 0805
Generic
DC6, DC7, DC8, DC9, DC10
C2
8.2nF 630V 0805
Generic
C3
220nF 50V 0805
Generic
C4
10nF 1kV
Generic
BFC233610104
C5
0.1uF Class X1 Film Cap
Vishay
C6
33uF 400V Electrolytic
Generic
C7
470uF 16V Electrolytic
Generic
150uF 65V Low ESR
C8
Generic
Electrolytic
C10
1nF 400V
Generic
CON1
2Pin 3.5mm Terminal Block
Camden Boss CTB0305/2
CON2, CON3, CON4, CON5
3Pin 3.5mm Terminal Block
Camden Boss CTB0305/3
CON6
3Pin 5.08mm Terminal Block Camden Boss CTB0108/3
LS4148
D1, D2, D3, D4
LS4148
Vishay
MMSZ5234B+
D5
6V2 Zener
Multicomp
DE1, DE2, DE3, DE4, DE5, DE6,
22uF 16V Electrolytic
Generic
DE7, DE8
F1
1A Radial
Multicomp
MST 1A 250V
J1, J2
5Pin 2.54mm Header
Generic
JP1, JP2, JP3
2Pin 2.54mm Header
Generic
ELGTEAR47NA
L1
0.47uH Inductor
Panasonic
LCD1
2X16 LCD
Powertip
PC1602LRS-FWA-B-Q
HSMF-C155
LED1
Red/Green LED
Avago
LED2, LED3, LED4
Green LED 0603
Generic
PS03-15B05S
PSU1
5V PSU
PowerPax
Q1
BJT Single Transistor
Diodes Inc.
BCW68HTA
R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7
4k7 0805
Generic
R8
20K 0805
Generic
R9, R10, R33, R34, R35
1K 0805
Generic
R11
935R 0.1% 0805
Generic
R12, R16, R18, R19, R22, R23, R24,
10k 0805
Generic
R25, R26, R30, R31, R32, R37
R13, R14
1M 0805
Generic
R15
51R 0805
Generic
R17, R27, R28, R29
220R 0603
Generic
R20, R21
56K 1206
Generic
R36, R40
100K 1206
Generic
R38
330K 1206
Generic
R39
220R 1206
Generic
R41
100R 2W 2512
Generic
14D471KTR
RV2
Metal Oxide Varistor
Bourns
SKQUCAA010
SW1
Joystick Switch
Alps
B57621C103J62
Temp1
Thermistor, NTC, 10K
Epcos
TVS1
TVS Diode
Littelfuse
SMBJ7.0A
U1
atIC8001 + 40 Pin DIL Socket Generic
DS75176BM/NOPB
U2
Transciever
TI
U3, U4
atIC8016 + 8 Pin DIL Socket Generic
U5
atIC8018 + 8 Pin DIL Socket Generic
CD74HC14M96
U6
Inverter
TI
U7
Optocoupler
PC357NTJ000F
Sharp
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The atIC8016 Forward Phase Dimmer
Overview
The atIC8016 is an 8 Pin DIL device. It accepts data from the atIC8001
chip and synchronises leading edge forward phase dimming to mains
zero cross in the frequency range 45Hz to 65Hz.
The atIC8016 is a programmed PIC12F1840, for detailed specifications
please see the Microchip datasheet.

Pin Functions
Function
+5V
Phase
Temp
RES
Zero Cross
RX
TX
GND

In/Out
I
O
I
I
I
I
O
I

Circuit Operation
The atIC8016 takes inputs from the atIC8001 and the zero cross
detection circuit. It synchronises the input to the zero cross, switching off
the output on the falling edge of the zero cross pulse.
The input from the atIC8001 is also repeated so multiple devices can be
chained together.

Zero Cross
The atIC8016 requires a zero cross for each phase. The circuit will
operate on single phase in which case all zero cross inputs must be
commoned. The Zero Cross input provides synchronisation to the mains
frequency. An active low pulse at the mains zero cross point (i.e. twice
the mains frequency) is required. It is imperative that this input be a
'clean', fast rise time pulse. Any jitter at the Zero Cross input will produce
flickering on the outputs.
The single phase zero cross input to the atIC8016 on the development
board is generated from the single phase mains input to the board.

Phase Outputs
The atIC8016 phase outputs are synchronised to the zero cross input
signal over a frequency range of 45Hz to 65Hz. The output phase trigger
position is defined by the DMX512 input level and modified by a square
law curve.
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Output Timing
The following examples show the relationship between Phase Output
and Zero cross input for three input values.

Power Supply
The atIC8018 requires a 5V DC supply, this is provided by an on-board
AC-DC power supply. A 1.5kV isolation gap is in place between the AC
and DC parts of the circuit.
The mounting hole in the top left corner of the board is connected to
earth.

EMC
Broad band noise can be reduced by good decoupling. A range of 22uF
electrolytic capacitors should be used on the circuit board. A 0.1uF
capacitor should be connected across the power pins of the as close as
possible to the device.

OverTemp
The atIC8016 temperature shut down mode allows for one chip to shut
down its output without affecting the other phases. This sends a signal
back to the atIC8001 causing a message to be displayed on the LCD.

LEDs
LEDs have been added to the AtomIC development board to show which
of the outputs are active. LED2/3 will switch on when either of the
outputs from the atIC8016 (DIM3/2) are
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The atIC8018 Reverse Phase Dimmer
Overview
The atIC8018 is an 8 Pin DIL device. It accepts data from the atIC8001
chip and synchronises leading edge reverse phase dimming to mains
zero cross in the frequency range 45Hz to 65Hz.
The atIC8018 is a programmed PIC12F1840, for detailed specifications
please see the Microchip datasheet.

Pin Functions
Function
+5V
Phase
Temp
RES
Zero Cross
RX
TX
GND

In/Out
I
O
I
I
I
I
O
I

Circuit Operation
The atIC8018 takes inputs from the atIC8001 and the zero cross
detection circuit. It synchronises the input to the zero cross, switching on
the output on the rising edge of the zero cross pulse.
The input from the atIC8001 is also repeated so multiple devices can be
chained together.

Zero Cross
The atIC8018 requires a zero cross for each phase. The circuit will
operate on single phase in which case all zero cross inputs must be
commoned. The Zero Cross input provides synchronisation to the mains
frequency. An active low pulse at the mains zero cross point (i.e. twice
the mains frequency) is required. It is imperative that this input be a
'clean', fast rise time pulse. Any jitter at the Zero Cross input will produce
flickering on the outputs.
The single phase zero cross input to the atIC8016 on the development
board is generated from the single phase mains input to the board.

Phase Outputs
The atIC8018 phase outputs are synchronised to the zero cross input
signal over a frequency range of 45Hz to 65Hz. The output phase trigger
position is defined by the DMX512 input level and modified by a square
law curve.
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Output Timing
The following examples show the relationship between Phase Output
and Zero cross input for three input values.

Power Supply
The atIC8018 requires a 5V DC supply, this is provided by an on-board
AC-DC power supply. A 1.5kV isolation gap is in place between the AC
and DC parts of the circuit.
The mounting hole in the top left corner of the board is connected to
earth.

EMC
Broad band noise can be reduced by good decoupling. A range of 22uF
electrolytic capacitors should be used on the circuit board. A 0.1uF
capacitor should be connected across the power pins of the IC as close
as possible to the device.

OverTemp
The atIC8018 temperature shut down mode allows for one chip to shut
down its output without affecting the other phases. This sends a signal
back to the atIC8001 causing a message to be displayed on the LCD.

LEDs
LEDs have been added to the AtomIC development board to show which
of the outputs are active. LED4 will switch on when the output from the
atIC8018 (DIM1) is on.
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© Artistic Licence Engineering Ltd.
2017-2018
The Mould Making Workshop,
Soby Mews,
Bovey Tracey,
Devon,
England,
TQ13 9JG

Email: Support@ArtisticLicence.com

The information contained in this document is subject to change without
notice. Artistic Licence Engineering Ltd. make no warranty of any kind
with regard to this material, including, but not limited to, the implied
warranties of fitness for a particular purpose.
Artistic Licence Engineering Ltd. shall not be liable for errors contained
herein or for incidental or consequential damages in connection with the
furnishing, performance or use of this material.
Due to our policy of continuous improvement, specifications are subject
to change without notice.
Artistic Licence products are fully compliant with European EMC and
LVD directives.
Patent Applications Pending.
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